In the paper [1] we applied a so-called upwind discretization scheme to the problem
where D is a bounded plane domain with polygonal boundary. We could demonstrate some important properties of the resulting scheme. Moreover, we proved a convergence resuit. Unfortunately, for that proof we had to require the underlying triangulations to be uniformly acute, i.e. in addition to the quite usual assumption on the existence of a uniform lower bound for all interior angles of the triangles (Zlâmal's angle condition), we needed a TT uniform upper bound being les s than -strongly. In addition, we had to suppose that the family of triangulations satisfies the so-called inverse assumption (quasiuniformity condition).
In this note, we intend to show that the last two assumptions are not related with the discretization principle itself, but rather with the approximation quality of the coefficients which can be achieved.
Namely 
Setting v h = u h -w h , the right-hand side of this inequality can be treated as follows :
Using the définition of f t , the term Sa admits the following représentation, which is different from [1] : 
Now we consider 8 2 . Using the définition of c ( , we have
Integrating the first intégral by parts and using the définition of N lJt we obtain ieV *>Dt
V.b)(u h -u hl )v hl dx
Applying Cauchy's inequality and Lemma 2.1 from [3] , it follows
In view of the équivalence of the || . l^-norm with the L 2 -norm on X h (see Lemma 2.2 in [3]), we get
Thus it remains to consider the third term. By a symmetry argument, we see that
Obviously, by means of B tJ and x t there can be defined s orne triangle T tJ in such a way that B tJ is one edge and x t the opposite vertex. On the other hand, it is possible to represent this triangle as the union of two triangles T^P (k = 1, 2) having in common the vertex x l and the straight-line segment
Connecting the node x t with the point -(x t + x } ).
Now we can write ô 3 -<5 31 + S 32 , where
We turn to the estimation of the intégral with Vu h being constant on T®\ Thus, u hlJ can be treated as follows
